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1. UNITED NЁТIОNS JOINT sТLFr' PENSION FUND: APPOINTNЕNТ OF 'ЕРЕУ SENТAТIVES TO 
WHO Sт^AFF PENSION CO ?� iТТEE TO REPLACE 24ENВE't7S NumE ?: вIOD OF ?! IDERSHIP 
EXPIRES: Item 7.24.1 of the Agenda (Resolution t3HАb.54: Document A9 /АFL %1) 

The СEAIRMAN called attention to document A9/1FL/1 in which it was explained 

that the Health Assembly was required to appoint one member and one alternate to 

the WHO Pension Committee, normally for a period of three years. He asked the 

Committee for nominations, first fort he member and secondly for the alternate. 

The meetings might be held either in New York or in Geneva and it would therefore 

probably be convenient to appoint members of the Executive Board designated by 

countries which were reasonably conveniently situated to one or other of those places. 

As there were no suggestions from the floor, he asked whether the Committee 

would accept a suggestion from the Chair that the member of the WHO Staff Pension 

Committee should be the member of the Executive Board designated by Canada and the 

alternate on the Ю. Pension Committee should be the member designated by Italy. 

ProPessOr•PESONEN_(Finland) supported the Chairmants proposal. 

The Ch IRlAN asked whether the Committee would approve the proposed resolution 

at the end of the document before them with the insertion of "Canada" in the first 

.blank space and of "Italy" in the second blank space. 

Decision: The resolution was approved. 

Dr V'AN•NUGLI (Italy) thanked the Committee in the name of his delegation 

for the trust that they had placed in the member appointed by Italy to the 

Executive Board. 
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2. ,ANNUАL kгEPORT OF THE üNTTED Nt:TïONS JOINT STАI+'F P�NSIí?N О1) FOR 1954 
(ARTICLE XXXV OF THE UNITED IбATIONS pENSION FUND R�GUZАтIONS) : Item 7.24.2 
of the Agenda (Docurnerlt A9/АFL/B) 

The С1A.IRMAN asked whether there were any comments on the report which was 

before the Committee in document А9 /АFL /8. As there were no comments, he asked 

whether the Committee was prepared to adopt a resolution in'the form given at the 

end of the document and pointed out that the word "Ninth" should be inserted in 

the heading of the resolution before the words "World Health Assembly ". 

Decision: The resolution was adopted. 

З• ASSIGNMENT TO R.EGIGNS 0F NEW МЕМВЕR S AND N W .. Scm.,TE МEM$E;ZS: Item 4 
of the Supplementary Agenda 

The С'rAI11АN said that, of the new Members and Associate Members accepted at 

that Assembly, the Sudan was already in the Eastern Mediterranean Region, Tunisia 

and a part of Morocco were at present in the European Region (with another part of 

Morocco in the African Region) and Nigeria, the Gold Coast and Sierre Leone were 

situated well and truly in Africa. He asked whether any of the new Members or 

Associate Members wished to make any statement. 

Dr $LIDS (Tunisia) said that his Government had very recently sent a request to 

the President of the Health Assembly asking that Tunisia should be included in the 

Eastern Mediterranean Region. As an Associate Member, Tunisia had been 

temporarily included in the European Region and he wished to pay a special tribute 

to the European Regional Office and especially to the Regional Director and 

Assistant Regional Director for the help, advice and sympathy that they had given, 
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They had been happy with the European Region and had derived great profit from 

their association with it, but deeper study had led the Tunisian Government to 

be concerned with what were perhaps more technical points and therefore to wonder 

whether the similarity of the health questions in Tunisia with those of the Middle 

East should not lead them to request association rather with the Eastern 

Mediterranean Region. 

The ChaiRМAN thanked Dr Slim and said that the European Regional Office would 

a2preciate *hiá kindly remarks. 

Dr EL Hi (Morocco) said that it was clear that the present provisional 

inclusion of Morocco in two regions, decided after long discussions in former years, 

obviously could not be prolonged. The situation called for a decision on their 

part which would allow Morocco to be attached to one region only since now its 

territorial integrity was assured. 

That was not to say that its attachment so far to the European Region had not 

been a great benefit to it. On the contrary he had the agreeable duty of thanking 

Dr Begg and Dr Montus for the assistance, which they had given to his country. T;,,-. 

campaign against eye diseases started in 1953 with help from :0, had had a beneficial • 
indeed a spectacular, result on seasonal conjunctivitis which would greatly reduce 

the incidence of trachoma in the country. .Against venereal diseases intensive 

campaigns had been carried on which would very shortly enable them to control this 

social scourge. Finally, many fellowships for studies of nutrition, of health 

education and occupational health bad enabled them to establish many projects 

designed to improve the social and health level of the population. The help given 
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by WHO to his country had thus allowed it to develop certain parts of its health 

services. None the less, the geographical position of his country necessarily 

affected its future. It had economic and cultural exchanes with the West, but 

at the same time cultural exchanges with the nations of the Middle E:.st, and as 

regards health, a close similarity of feeling with those nations, a similarity 

in health problems and common solutions to be applied to those problems. 

All those things clearly influenced the line of conduct that should be taken 

as regards affiliation to the Eastern Mediterranean Region. All the same, for 

administrative and practical reasons they wondered whether it would not be more 

wise to wait until a solution was found to the questions that were now in suspense 

in that region, the more so because his government would need to undertake a 

detailed study of the question before reaching a definite decision. They thought 

therefore that the provisional affiliation of the southern part of Morocco to the 

Eurореan Region should be extended to the whole of the country but still 

provisionally. 

The СНt.IR AN thanked Dr El Iaj and said that the European Regional Office 

would appreciate what he had said. He asked whether the Committee would be 

prepared to adopt two resolutions, the first, relating to Tunisia, would be: 

"The Ninth World health l'ssembly, 

Having considered the request from the Government of Tunisia for 

the inclusion of that country in the region of the Eastern Mediterranean; 

RESOLVES that Tunisia shall form part of the Region of the Eastern 

Mediterranean." 

Decision: The resolution was approved. 
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The Сia IнмА4 said that the second resolution, suggested in regard to Morocco, 

was iri the following terms: 

"The Ninth World Health 'Assembly, 

Having considered the request from the Government of Morocco for the 

inclusion of that country provisionally in the Region of Europe; 

I?ESCLVF�D .that. Morocco shall provisionally form part of the Region of 

Eurcpe," 

Decision: The resolution was approved. 

Тhe СЕАПΡiМAN assumed that in the case of Sudan no change would be called for 

unless the Government of the Sudan requested it. 

Dr ALl Z4ХI (Sudan) said that the Sudan was very happy to remain in the = Eastern 

Mediterranean Region, where the problems were similar to those of the Sидan,'•and where 

tâеу had always -recеived whole- hearted assistance from the Regional Office. 

The СБА1 КАN said that the Committee would note the statement made by the 

delegate of the 'Sudan. 

_.Т4е Сн'IККAN asked whether the representatives of any of the new Associate 

Members, the Gold Coast, Nigeria and Sierre Leone, wished to make a statement'to the 

Committee 

Sir ;_:y IBIAN (Nigeria) said that the chief delegate of Nigeria had already 

expressed in the Assembly the warm appreciation of his delegation of Nigeria's 

admission as an Associate Member. As the Chairman had said, Nigeria was well and 

truly in Africa and they were happy to be included in the African Region. 
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The СНAI_RКiи thanked Sir Francis Ibiam and assumed that the same view was 

taken by the other new Associate Members. 

4. RULES GF PiíOCLDURE 01, ТЮ HEALTH АSSEЛ'вLY : P:iGCEDUR��•_I: лRCBјЕA°S RЕLTL+D TO 
THE CC1<ЅTIтUTIÚI�?r`_L Е+;IЮЛ ЕITТS: item %.о.2 of the r,genda (Resolution 
Documents А9/А,.+L/3 and А9/.FL/23) 

The СНAIRМAN called on the Rapporteur of the Legal Sub -Committee to introduce 

the Sub -Committee's seBond report (document Ј VA.VL /23) . 

Miss HESLL-iNG (Netherlands) Rapporteur, read the report of the Sub -Committee. 

The СН IRМAN thanked Miss Hesslina and asked whether the Committee accepted the 

report and in particular whether they accepted the resolution proposed in paragraph 2 

of the report. 

Dr BERNHARDT (Federal Republic of Germany) thought that the Sub- Committee had 

decided to delete the comma between the words "approved" and "however" in the third 

line on page 2. . 

Dr ВOTHA (Union of South .frica), speaking as Chairman of the Sub- Committee, 

said that they had consulted the editorial staff on this point and had decided to 

retain that comma but also to insert a comma after "rule 113" in the same line. 

The CНAIRМAN asked whether this amendment was to be considered as one of 

drafting or one of substance and in the latter case wheth'г it would require a 

two- thirds majority in the Committee. 
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Dr EL WAKIL (Egypt) said that his delegation were fully aware of the 

procedural reasons which had led to the view that there was a need to provide an 

interpretation of Article 73 of the Constitution. But in their view a constitutional 

point needed interpretation only when it was amb_guous. Article 73 seemed to them 

to be perfectly clear and not to require interpretation and they thought therefore 

that the proper solution was that at some future time Article 73 of the Constitution 

should be amended, particularly as a delicate question of distinguishing between the 

substantial and a drafting point was concerned here. 

Mr Z0HRAB (New Zealand) said that his delegation fully agreed that the present 

system for amendments to the Constitution was too rigid. The proposals of the 

Legal Sub- Committee were clear but did not seem to his delegation to provide a good 

solution of the difficulty. The effect of the report of the Sub -Committee was to 

construe "text" as equivalent to "substance ". It seemed to theт doubtful whether 

the proposals of the Legal Sub- Committee could not be challenged as inconsistent 

with the provisions of article 73 of the Constitution. гurther they did not like 

the proposal that the important distinction between a drafting matter and a point of 

substance should be determined by a two -thirds majority and they would prefer to 

see an amendment of Article 73. 

Dr EV <NG (Norway) said that his delegation shared the view which had been 

expressed by the delegates of Egypt and New Zealand. It appeared to him that they 

had now reached the point at which no further clarification, of old words could be 

produced by adding new words. His delegation also were doubtful about the propriety 

of deciding, by resort to a majority vote, whether an issue was one of wording or 
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of substance. If a country desired to propose an amendment to the Constitution 

they would have full opportunity to agree the wording with other countries so that 

no drafting difficulty could arise later. 

Mr SLIТA (Japan) associated his delegation also with what the previous speakers 

had said. He had already expressed this view in the Legal Sub -Committee and wished 

to repeat it in the full Committee. 

Mr GEERAERTS (Belgium) said that he did not wish to repeat what he had said 

in the Legal Sub -Committee. It was olear that on the strictly legal point of view 

some confusion remained in the minds of Members but a distinction should be made 

between the formal provisions of Article 73 and the resolution before the Committee. 

Article 73 dealt with amendments - proposals that would fundamentally modify the 

Constitution. The proposals of the Legal Sub- Committee merely suggested a procedure 

to be followed if there were а doubt as to how amendments should be drafted without 

introducing any change of substance. It therefore could not be considered as 

inconsistant with Article 73 but rather as a procedure that would assist in 

preserving the spirit of the Constitution, since it would preclude the time limit 

set for proposed amendments of substance being applied to mere changes of drafting. 

He therefore thought that the proposal of the Legal Sub- Committee was right. The 

fact that Article 75 of the Constitution, which dealt with interpretation, provided 

for reference to the International Court at The Hague of any question or dispute on 

the interpretation or application of the Constitution which was not settled by 

negotiation or by the Health __ssembly, implied that when the Constitution did not 
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give F clear direction on a point of detail it was possible for the Health Assembly 

to decide bow the provisions of the Constitution should be carried out. It 

appeared to him irrational to hold rigidly to the wording of Article 73, which might 

lead them to difficulties over differences of wording that were quite similar in 

legal effect, as for example "will be eligible for re- election" or "may be eligible 

for re- election" in which it was clear that no question of substance came in. 

Dr van den BERG (Netherlands) associated his delegation with the last speaker. 

There were two kinds of constitution - rigid and flexible. History had taught 

that rigid constitutions in time were found to be no longer living constitutions. 

The opposition to the proposals of the Legal Sub- Committee tended to make the 

Constitution of WHO very rigidÿ if the objections were maintained it would be 

extremely difficult to make any satisfactory amendment to the Constitution. In 

interpreting constitutions it was always necessary to deal with questions of drafting 

and he thought that the procedure proposed by the Legal Sub -Committee was sound and 

practicable. The suggestion of the delegate of Norway that a government that 

wished to propose an amendment to the Constitution should consult others to make 

sure that no drafting questions remained, would take too much time. He agreed 

with the delegate of Belgium that the objections to the proposals of the Legal 

Sub- Committee were against the spirit of the Constitution. 

He agreed that in dealin with constitutions it was necessary to avoid 

carefully dealing with questions of substance as if they were mere drafting points. 

The proposals of the Legal Sub -Committee provided the necessary safeguards against 

that danger and his delegation would therefore support those proposals. 
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Dr ВN1АRDТ (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his dele &ation fully 

agreed with the views of the delegate of Belgium and would vote for the proposal 

of the Legal Sub -Committee. 

Mr HUNT (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) said his 

delegation agreed with what had been said by the delegates of Egypt, New Zealand, 

Norway and Japan, and believed that if it were desired to make a change of the kind 

proposed it should be done by an amendment to the Constitution and not by Rules of 

Prоcedurо. It vas always difficult to distinguish between question8 of drafting 

and points of substance and it was not sound to determine such points by a two - 

thirds majority. The opening words of the resolution proposed by the Legal 

Sub -Committee "The Health Assembly may, without being bound by the period of time 

provided for in Article 73 of the Constitution" appeared to be in direct conflict 

with Article 73. In view of the obvious doubts in regard to the report of the 

Legal Sub -Committee the best course might be to refer it back for further 

consideration. 

Mr of GEIJ TAM (Sweden) said that he had already in the Legal Sub- Committee 

expressed views similar to those stated by the delegate of Egypt and other speakers. 

He thought that it would be possible to agree in advance, as had been suggested, on 

the drafting of any amendment. That was not a question to be settled by Rules of 

Procedure, particularly as it involved the delicete distinction between questions of 

substance and points of drafting, which could not be decided by a majority vote. 
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Mr de VILLEGАS (Spain) wished, after listening carefully to the discussions in 

the Legal Sub-Committee on the difficulties of distinguishing a drafting point from 

one of substance, to say only that the example given by the delegate of Belgium 

as a drafting point appeared to him to be rather one of substance. 

Sir Arcot P?UDALIАR (India) agreed with what had been said by the delegate from 

Egypt and other speakers. The example given by the delegate of Belgium of the 

words "will" and "хп.y" had, in fact, often led to difficulties of interpretation and 

in some cases had clearly involved a difference of substance. Even punctuation, 

as was shown by the Chairman's intervention about commas, could affect the substance. 

He thought that they should stick to the wording of the Constitution. 

Mr de CURTCN (France) thou€,ht there was little to be added to the clear 

statement made by the delegate of Belgium which had allayed the doubts expressed 

by some of their colleagues. There was a gap in the provisions of Article 73. 

He used the word "gap" deliberately because the delegate of Egypt rightly said 

that only an ambiguous article of a constitution called for interpretation. In 

the case of Article 73 there was not an ambiguity but something missing. The 

resolution proposed by the Legal Sub -Committee provided a practicable method of 

deciding on the form of amendments and his delegation strongly supported it. 
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Mr GEERAERТS (Belgium) said that his knowledge of English was not sufficient to 

judge on the question of "may" or "will" and possibly they were not an exact trans- 

lation of the phrases he had used - "pourrent étrе réélus" and "sont rééligiblеs ". . 

The corresponding terms in English might be "may be rer elected" and are "eligible for 

re- election". 

Dr VANNUGLI (Italy) said that his delegation agreed in general with those who 

thought that the resolution proposed by the Legal Sub -Committee would help in a 

situation that might occur frequently and for which provision was lacking in the 

Constitution. The difficulty arose when it came to deciding what constituted 

questions of substance and what points of drafting. He had heard the examples and 

reservations advanced on the point, and it appeared to him that, if it were a simple 

question to resolve, the last sentence of the resolution proposed by the Legal Sub - 

Commd.ttee would not be necessary. In view, however, of the obvious difficulty in 

reaching such a decision, his delegation would not support the proposals of the Legal 

Sub- Committee . 

Nr CURRIE (Australia) agreed whole- heartedly with what had been said by the 

delegates of Belgium and France. There appeared certainly to be a gap in the 

provisions of the Constitution and the way proposed to close this gap was acceptable 

to his delegation. In view of Article 75 which gave the Health Assembly the right to 

interpret the Constitution and Article 17 which gave the Assembly the right to adopt 

its own Rules of Procedure, the course suggested appeared to his delegation to be a 

legal practicable and efficient way of meeting the problem, 

Mr GEERAERТS (Belgium) said that one objection that had been raised was a 

constitutional objection to dealing with the difficulty under the Rules of Procedure. 
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He called attention to the preamble to the Rules of Procedure which read: 

"Тhese Rules of Procedure are adopted under the authority of and are 
subject to, the Constitution of the World Health Organization. In the 

event of any conflict between any provision of the Rules and any provision 
of the Constitution, the Constitution shall prevail." 

This showed that the Rules of Procédure were an extension of the Constitution for 

settling certain questions. Various provisions of the Rules of Procedure had as their 

aim the implementation of the provisions of the Constitution. He was not able either 

on grounds of law or on grounds of logic to understand the objections that had been 

made to the proposals of the Legal Sub -- Committee. 

I 

Dr van ZILE HYDE (United States of America) said that the chief argument raised 

against the proposal of the Sub -Committee was that of difficulty. The Health Assembly 

did not hesitate to take on difficult tasks in Order to attain the desired results. 

His delegation was prepared to accept the view of the Legal Sub -Committee that the 

proposed amendment was legally in order. The amendments .to the Constitution would be 

more satisfactory to all concerned if it were possible to improve the drafting of the 41 

proposals that might be presented. He therefore associated himself with the very 

reasonable proposal of the Legal Sub- Cormiittee, which would allow amendments to be 

• worded in a way that was worthy of the.Constitution itself,. which had been so carefully 

drafted. 

Mr СА�' ICHЕ (Switzerland) said that the lawyers on the Committee were well aware 

that no legal text was perfect or could apply to every situation. In order to 

preserve as far as possible the immutable character of the Constitution, his delegation 
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thought that it should not be possible to amend a constitution simply by a change 

in the Rules of Procedure, particularly if the amendment introduced questions 

distinguishing between form and substance. For that reason his delegation could 

not support the Sub -Committee's report. 

Dr L VAff RHAS (Viet Nam) supported the French point of view that the Sub - 

Commit tee's proposal did not in any way ehange Article 73 but merely filled a gap; 

his delegation would therefore vote in its favour, 

Dr EL-WАКIL (Egypt) referred to the preamble of the Rules of Procedure which 

stated that the Rules had been adopted under the authority of, and were subject to, 

the Cons" tцtion. Article 73 of the Constitution was sufficiently clear. Moreover, 

from the legal point of view it could not be modified or completed by a subordinate 

instrument, such as the Rules of Procedure, 

Mr GEERAERТS (Belgium) emphasized that the proposal did not constitute an 

amendment to or even an interpretation of Article 73 of the Constitution; it was 

intended as guidance to matters of procedure. 

Secondly, it was not contrary to the spirit of the Constitution to insert 

in the Rules of Procedure a provision laying down the method for applying a 

provision in the Constitution. There was no question of amending a law by means 

of a subordinate instrument. 
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The CHAIRMAN summed up the debate. One school of thought considered the. 

matter was one of interpretation of Article 73 of the Constitution, and one which . 

could therefore be dealt with by the health Assembly under Article 75, subject 

always to the right of any Member to appeal on a matter of law to the Court of 

International Justice at The Hague. 

The second school of thought - bearing in mind the last intervention of the 

delegate of Belgium - regarded the matter as one solely of finding a procedure 

which mould be suitable for the application of Article 73. 

The third school of thought took the view that the difficulties arose from a 

gap in the Constitution and thought that the gap could only be filled by an 

amendment of the Constitution. 

The meeting was suspended at 10.55 a.m. 

and resumed at 11.25 a•m. 

Mr de CURTON (France) suggested a slight change in the views of the third 

school of thought as put forward in the Chairmants summing -up. It was not quite 

accurate to say that the third school of thought considered that there was a gap 

in Article 73 which could only be filled by an amendment to the Constitution. 

His delegation was the one which had most clearly stated that there was a gap in 

Article 73, but it also strongly advocated that the gap could be filled by means 

of the resolution before the Committee, since the gap referred only to a point of 

detail and not the substance of Article 73. The second and third schools of 

thought were, therefore, in complete agreement at least as far as the conclusion 

was concerned. He repeated that his delegation оulд vote in favour of the 

resolution. 
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The С�1AIRNAN thanked the delegate of France for his addition to the summing -цp 

of the Chair and proposed that the Committee should vote on the resolution of the 

Legal Sub -Committee, 

Mr LIVВRАI4 (Israel) asked that the last clause should be voted on separately, 

The CHAIRMAN expressed his willingness to comply with the wish of the delegate 

of IsxаЕ3�.. 

Sir Arcot МUD&LTAR (India) disagreed with the view that the last paragraph of 

the resolution could be voted on separately, as it was part of the main proposition. 

The СН1,IRмt,N said that in a situation like the present Rule 61 of the Rules 

of Procedure (which he read) was applicable. 

Mr LIVЕRN (Israel) did not understand why the delegate of India could not 

agree to a separate vote on the last paragraph of the text proposed by the LеgAl 

Sub -Committee. 

The last paragraph laid down the course to be followed in case of doubt as to 

whether an amendment was one of substance or drafting. If it was necessary to 

have a separate proposal for that coгΡзΡtingenсy it could be assumed that other 

possibilities for resolving oasee of doubt existed than those provided for in the 

resolution. The Committee could either approve the provision now proposed or 

leave the matter to be covered by other existing methods. For that reason he 

had asked for a separate vote on the last clause. 
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Six' Arcot МUDALIЙR (India) said that the delegate of Israel had expressed 

his own opinion in a different way. If the Committee accepted the first part 

of the resolution, it would also have to provide for circumstances in which a 

doubt arose about the nature of an amendment. The two parts of the resolution 

wage therefore closely connected and could only be treated as a whole, . 

&Lr:LI R N (Israel) agreed that there must be a possibility by which thе 

Health Assembly could act in cases of doubt, but the possibility in the draft 

before the Committee was not the only one; if it were rejected others remained. 

For example, if no two- thirds majority was necessary then it might be held that 

a single majority only was necessary, or the matter could not be solved by a vote. 

If dо'.t were raised whether the matter was one of procedure or substance because 

it affected a constitutional amendment the decision would always have to be that 

unless it were clearly a matter of procedure a consideration would have to be 

postponed until the next Assembly. To allow the various pssibilities to be 

discussed, he preferred to vote on the second clause separately. 

Mr GEtAERTS (Belgium) supported the view that the resolution wás indivisible 

and saw no reason to vote on any part of it separately. 

The Cf М 1 said that he could allow one more speaker in favour of the 
proposal put forward by the delegate of Israel. 
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Mr LIVЕRАцΡ1 (Israel) said he wished to withdraw his proposal in view of the 

fact that when the Legal Sub -Committee had discussed the matter his delegation 

had been provided with an opportunity of casting a separate vote. не relied 

on this vote as having been recorded. 

The С IRIAN asked the Committee to proceed to vote on the resolution contained 

in paragraph 2 of the Legal Sub -- Committee's second report, document A9 /i1FL /23 + 

Decisions The resolution was rejected by 24 to 13, with 5 abstention. 

Mr CI.LDEPМOD (United States of America) said that as members of the 

Committee who had attended the Legal Sub -Committee might have been puzzled by 

the attit"de of the United States delegation an this question he wished to 

explain his vote. There had been a certain lack of co- ordination between him 

and Dr Hyde, The way in which he had acted now had been consistent with the 

part he had taken in the Legal Sub -Committee. 

The СILМ L^ d suggested that the Committee might wish to adopt the following 

resolution: 

BThe Ninth forld Health Assembly 

DECIDES for the present to make no addition to the Rules of Procedure 
regarding the procedural problems relating to constitutional.amendments.i 

Decision; The resolution was approved. 
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5. RIGHTS AND 0ВLIGAТIONá OF A630СIAZE 1\'Ша BERS AND OTHER ТERRIТОRIES IN THE 
WORLD HEALTH AJSEMBLY AND THE EXECUTIVE BOARD, AND IN THE REGIONAL 
ORGANIZATIONS: Item 7.15 of the Agenda (Document А9 /AFL /6) 

The СHAIR1AN asked the delegate of Viet Nam to introduce the item. 

Br NAAI (Viet Nam) said that when his Government submitted the proposal 

contained in 'document A9 /AFL /6 to the Directcr- General six months ago, there 

were among the Associate Members some in the European Region which had been 

Associate Members for several years, and which had expressed the desire to have 

their rights and obligations revised, a v'еw shared by his own Government. 

Since then those countries had become Member States, -Among the present 

Associate Members, none had yet made known its views and desires as regards the 

revis ие of its rights and obligations. His delegation did not therefore know 

if such a revision was desired and asked the representatives of the Associate 

Members whether or not they considered it ргеm ture for his Government to present 

the proposal at the present session, 

Dr de SILVA ТRAVASSOS (Portugal) associated himself with the views expressed 

by the delegate of Viet Nam. 

Dr КAREFA -SMART (Sierra Leone), speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, 

said he did not forget the tradition that newcomers were better seen than heard; 

however, the powerful motivation to speak when oneis fate was being decided made 

him want to put forward one or two considerationsQ 
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Associate Members in the World Health Organization fell roughly into two 

groups: the first included those territories for which associate membership was 

an experimental stage of very brief duration; within a year or two of becoming 

associate members these territories would automatically qualify for full member- 

ship by virtue of constitutional changes, Sudan and Morocco fell under that 

heading. 

In the second group there were territories like his own for which the 

prospect of full me 6r *hip was not an immediate one but Which neVertheleeв, by 

virtue of the great interest which they had in the development of their own health 

services and in growing inter -territorial co- operation in the field of health, 

wished to play an increasing role in the planning and extension o#' the work of the 

World Health Organization whether at the regional or at the central level. 

In his view associate membership was a training stage providing real practice 

in all phases of participation in the work of the Organization. If that training 

was to be complete and thorough it should not exclude participation in any right 

or obligation of the Organization. In that connexion it might be worth pointing 

to the excellent training in increasing responsibility which had been provided for 

his territory in the political and administrative fields by the Government of the 

United Kingdom whose foresight and generosity, which was deeply appreciated, had 

made it possible for his delegation to be present at the Assembly as representativ 

of an Associate Member. 

His delegation was, however, aware that it would aeither wise nor proper 

to expect no differences in the degree of pаrti.ciг,,.tion in the rights and 

obligations of the Organization, It was only natural that there should be 
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differences, particularly with respect to the financial obligations, and that 

those should be reflected in different gradations in the rights of membership. 

If the Assembly should agree to entrust Associate Members with the privileges 

of fuller participation at all levels of discussion and planning - including the 

right to vote - while restricting the right to vote to non -financial matters, of 

course - his delegation would feel that they had teen given every encouragement. 

Responsible participation would encourage his territory to take even greater 

interest in the work of the Organization; he was aware that it was sometimes 

thought that the right of discussion without the restricting responsibility of 

commitment to a decision by vote encouraged a certain amc,unt of irresponsibility. 

He did not wish to give the impression that before becoming an Associate 

Herber his territory had in any way suffered at the hands of the Organization. 

On the contrary, he could only speak in highly appreciative terms of the way in 

which, in the African Region, the Regional Committee and the staff of the 

Regional Office had placed the resources and services of the Organization at the 

disposal of all territories in the region, small or large, without regard to their 

membership status. 

Referring to the item under consideration, he said that his delegation would 

be happier if agreement were reached by a free decision of the full Members 

themselves without any pressure, considering only the best interests of the 

Organization. Therefore he would much rather the matter were postponed for a 

decision by the next or subsequent Assemblies than have a divided decision taken 

now which would discourage rather than encourage Associate Members, 
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Dr АRл0N (Federation of .hodesia and Nyasaland) said his Government could 

claim the privilege of being the oldest Associate иеmber of the Organization. That 

Seniority however did not confer on him any right to speak for all or any of his 

fellow Associate Members. То do so would be a gross presumption on his part, 

particularly as he had no doubt concerning their ability to speak for themselves. 

The Coy �mittee however might have received the impression that the proposal 

pet forward by the representative of Viet Nam and contained iz document A9/AРL/6 

represented the uгэаn о" views of а11 Associate Меmbеra, That Was not the case 

as far as his Gоvernment was concerned., The proposal that paragraph 1 of 

resolution WNA1.(0 should be amended to confer voting rights at Assembly level on 

Associate Members did not commend itself to his Government, 

The position concerning the proposed amendment to sub -paragraph (2) of 

resolution ЦЕ12.103 was slightly different, as Government would naturally wish 

to be in a position to play a larger part than was possible at present in the 

affairs of its own region. In e. ,pressing that wish, however, he was not in any 

way prompted by a feeling of dissatisfaction concerning the manner in which the 

affairs of the region were at present being manаgеd. Though the wish was a 

natural one undвr the circumstances his Government did not wish to exert any 

pressure in that connexion. 

Sir Samиel iAV WA (Nigeria) said that as a new Associate Member the 

Federation of Nigeria was somewhat reluctant and diffident to speak on the subject, 

le could not deny that he was interested, as an Associate Member he was very much 

interested. Last week his country had been very heartily and unanimously welcomed 
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as a new Associate I:ember. Indeed, one Nember who had spóken in support of the 

admission of Nigeria had expressed the hope that Nigeria would soon become а full 

lember and thereby strengthen the position of the African Region on the Executive 

Board. 

In view of that enthusiastic welcome his delegation was somewhat surprised at 

the apparent reluctance in former years to grant Associate lembers full voting rights, 

at any rate on the regional committees. Informal discussions with h ibera had led 

hilt to conclude that tаt reluctance was based on the fear entertained by огtаin 

hembers that Associate Members were оnly stooges of the ruling powers which were full 

lembers of the Assemblг, and that their views and votes would very often reflect the 

views and multiply the votes of such Nember States. That attitude was, in his view, 

based on a fallacy, the fаllасy being that although the metropolitan powers were 

responsible for the external relations of Associate limbers, matters concerned with 

health administration were the responsibility of the Associate Members themselves, 

That at any rate was the case in Nigeria. 

In health matters his Government had a free hand, and it intended to speak 

with a free voice in the Assembly. He knew, o, course, that no child, however 

adult and independent, would ever be so foolish as to suppose that it could at all 

times do without the advice of its parents, There wo�zld indeed be occasions when 

it would reflect its parents' views. But those occasions would be only those in 

which there was añ identity of interests, and the agreement between the sponsoring 

power and the Associate hember in such cases would be no more and no less than that 

which would exist under the same circumstances between two sovereign States, 

Isis delegation did not wish to press for full voting rights in the Assembly 

itself. It did, however, strongly support the plea that Associate Кembers should at 
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an early date's tiтen' tin eightв in the Regional Содцrl±tteвз, including the right 

to hold office, in order to enable them to play a fuller part in the deliberations of 

the Regional Committees. If, however, it was not the wish of the Committee to 

recommend that that concession be granted im�ediately, his Government would not press 

the matter. It would agree with the proposal of the delegate of Viet Na', that it 

should be deferred for consideration. 

Њ' JAZRÎ (Tuni.ssia) хесиllед that his country» which ь acquired onЭ,y a few days 

provicusly the status of full 14feMber, had consistently sought to obtain an extension 

of the rights of Associate gjembers. Ты grounds on which вuch,впdвaиоиrв had been 

based had appeared - logical and had not evoked oppositions indeed, some full Members 

had shown an extremely sympathetic attitude. It should also be borne in mind that 

the Regional ComпΡmitt©e fox Eurорe had, at its fifth session, the previous September, 

associated itself with the hope expressed by the Tunisian delegation that the 

Executive Board would consider the matter as soon as possible. 

Не expressed his gratitude both to the delegation of Viet Nan for having 

submitted the proposal at present before the. Committee and to all those delegations 

which had in the past favoured an extension of the rights of Associate Members, 

among others the delegation of Prance and those of the United Kingdom, Yugoslavia 

and the Netherlands. Nis Government did not consider the question closed now 

that it had become a full Member; on the contrary, it considered the matter one 

of principle upon which the Health Assembly should take a definitive decision. 
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The proposal had been studied over the past four years and everyone had had an 

opportunity of giving it full consideration_. He considered it was now a moral 

obligation on all of them to take a decision and extend the rights of Associate 

Members, particularly in the regional committees, so that they would feel that 

they were participating effectively in the Organization's work. 

It appeared that there had been some fear as to whether the vote exercised 

by an Associate Member would altтΡmys be entirely free. That objection was not 

'valid and, on bohalf of his delegation, he could solemnly state that Tunisia had 

never on any occasion had any pressure brought to bear on it by the French 

delegation which had, on the contrary, left Tunisia the fullest freedom of 

expressions indeed, on some occasions, the Tunisian delegation had voted in the 

opposite way from the French. 

He would therefore urge the Committee to examine the question immediately 

and to extend the rights of Associate 1embcrs, at least in the regional committees. 

The СНAIRМAN was sure that the Committee had listened with the utmost 

interest and pleasure to the statements made by the representatives of the 

Associate Members. 

There would appear to be no formal proposal at present before the meeting 

and accordingly, in view of the statements made to the effect that the Associate 

Members would not press the issue, the Committee might wish to defer the mяtter 

to a future session of the Health Assembly. Hе invited comments on that 

suggestion. 
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Sir Arcot NUDALI R (India) had listened with pleasure to the reins of 

the representatives of the Associate T•lembers. He had been deeply touched by 

some of those remarks and felt that the stand taken by those speakers, as well as 

the manner in which they had expressed themselves, should be noted by the 

Committee. 

It was his opinion that the question might take some tame to settle and 

he therefore welcomed the reference to the possibility of deferring Consideration 

until the Tenth World Health Assembly; the question of eligibility to deignatе a 

member t sе,гe on the ecцtive Board, and the question whether the right to vote 

should be confined to non- .financial matters, called fox further study. He believed 

that tie regional соimittees should be consulted on the matter as a whole, as well 

as on those two particular points, and that they should report to the Executive 

$оard, which would in turn prepare a resolution embodying its recommendations for 

consideration by the Tenth World Health i ssembly. It might also be useful for any 

documents submitted by the Associate E mbers to the regional committees to be studied 

by the Board. He was in favour of extending the rights of Associate нembers, 

particularly in the regional committees, but felt that the two points which he had 

mentioned deserved careful consideration. 

He hoped, however, that whatever rights were granted, the period of associate 

membership would only be transitional and that, sooner rather than later,, the 

Associate I•íembers would acquire the status of full lembers. He could not see, 

particularly after the statements made at the present meeting, in what way their 

contributions to the Organization would differ from those made by full I!еiпbers. 

The СыАцЮ{ N suggested that, in view of the statements made by the 

representatives of f cssociate Members, the Committee might decide to adopt a 

resolution along the following lines: 
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The Ninth World Health Assembly, 

DEÇILES to defer to the Tenth World Health Assembly the re- examination of 

the rights and Obligations of Associate Members, and 

REUESTS the Executive. Board to consider this matter and to submit its 

recommendations to the Tenth World Health Assembly. 

Sir van den BERG (Netherlands) noted that the question had two aspects: one 

concerned the rights and obligations of Associate Members in the Health Assembly; 

the Other concerned those rights and obligations in regional coy+ ittees. Hе recalle; 

:that the regional committees had already given their views on the problem, but there 

could be no harm in referring the matter to them for further consideration in the 

light of possible new developments. Their opinion should not, however, be sought 

regarding the rights of Associate Members in the Health Assembly, which that body 

itself should decide. 

Mr CALLERWOOD (United States of America) supported the suggestion made by the 

delegate of India. It would be most valuable to have the views of the Executive 

Board and the regional committees. He added that it would appear desirable to refer 

in the preamble of any draft resolution adopted at the present juncture to the 

statement made by the delegate of Viet Nam expressјng•his willingness to withdraw his 

original proposal. 

Mr SAI'ТА (Japan) associated himself with those speakers who were against taking 

,а hasty decision at the present stage. He particularly welcomed the suggestion made 

by the delegate of India that the question of the extension of rights of Associate 

Members be referred to the regional committees. That should be done, however, on 
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the understanding that their opinion was being requested only in respect of the par- 

ticipation of Associate Members in regional committees. 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR (India)'confirmed that interpretation of his position. The 

situation in respect of the rights of Associate Members in the Health Assembly would 

be dealt with by the Executive Board and not by the regional committees. 

The СHAIRNAN said that it had become apparent that a draft resolution on the 

matter would геqtzе тщh Cotsideratiori. Accordingly, he weu .d request В. Rappor- 

teur to consult with the Indian delegation and, taking into account the point raised 

by the delegate of the United States of America, to prepare a draft resolution to be 

submitted to the next meeting of the Committee. 

Mr PLEIC (Yugoslavia), Rapporteur, suggested that the delegate of Viet Nam should 

also collaborate in the drafting. 

It was so agreed. 

6. AMENDиЕNT TO THE CONSTITUTION - INCЕEASE IN THE NUMBER OF I 2BLRS ENTITLED TO 

DESIGNATE A PERSON TO SERVE ON THE EXECUTIVE BOAB.D (Proposal by the Government 
of Belgium): Item 7.12 of the Agenda (Documents A9 /AFL /7 and Add.l) 

The СHAIRNAN invited the delegate of Belgium to introduce the proposal submitted 

by his Government (document A9 /AFL /7). 

Mr GEERAERTS (Belgium) recalled that his delegation had together with the dele- 

gation' of the United. Kingdom and France, submitted to the Seventh World Health Assembly 

an identical proposal to increase the number of Members entitled to designate a person 
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to serve on the Executive Board to 24 and that the motion had, by one vote, failed to 

obtain the two -thirds majority required for an amendment to the Constitution. 

The number of active Members of the Organization had increased sintae 1954 and 

it was alao.hoped, furthermore, that the inactive Members would resume full partici- 

pation in the Organization in 1957. He would draw attention to the fact that, as 

shown in the note submitted by the Director- General (document А9 /АFL /7 Add.l), the 

other specialized agencies had taken account of their total membership in fixing or 

increasing the membership of their Executive Board, Council or governing body. 

Reminding the Committee of the statement made by Dr van Zile Hyde on a previous 

occasion, that it had been a rare privilege to participate in the debates of the 

Executive Board, he emphasized the desirability of enabling a larger number of Member 

States thus to participate more intimately in the work of the Organization. With 

the size of the Executive Board as it stood at present, that privilege was indeed 

only too rare. 

His delegation's proposal was, he felt sure, a reasonable one which would not 

lessen the effectiveness of the Boardts deliberations. He hoped that the Committee 

would bear in mind the purpose of his proposal in taking its decision on whether to 

increase the size of the Executive Board. 

Dr КНAI (Viet Nam) said he would give his support to the Belgian proposal, as he 

had done at the Seventh World Health Assembly. Indeed, the fact that the Executive 

Board was the same size as in 1948 in spite ,of. the large increase in the membership of 

the Organization could not be considered satisfactory, despite the unquestionable merit 

of the persons serving on it. An increase of 25 per cent. in the Executive Board 
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would still be slight as compared with an increase of over 30 per cent, for total 

membership and of 50 per cent. for the budget. It was therefore extremely desirable 

that the number of Members entitled to designate a person to serve on the Board 

should be increased in order to ensure a better georaphical distribution, as well as 

to enable the Board to accomplish even more valuable work than it did at present. 

Mr CLARK (Canada) was grateful to the Belgian Government for having raised the 

matter. The persistent increase in the total membership of the Or,anizat о would 

seem to argue in favour of a larger Executive Board. He was, however, against any 

hasty decision on the point and considered that the matter should be deferred for 

study by the Tenth World Health Assembly. An amendment to the Constitution and the 

size of the Executive Board were both serious issues calling for lengthy examination. 

Although the Belgian Government had., in fact, complied with the provisions of 

Article 73 in submitting its proposals, there could be no harm in deferring the item 

for a further year and substantial advantages might in fact ensue. 

His delegation would find a decision greatly facilitated by knowing whether the 

inactive Members of the Organization were indeed returning. If that were so, there 

would be a stronger case in favour of an increase to 24 persons. Otherwise, it 

might be preferable for the Board to be increased to a figure somewhat less than 24. 

It should moreover be borne in mind that the size of the Executive Board was only one 

of the aspects which should be considered; there was, for instance, also the question 

of whether the Board should become representative of Member Governments. The 

question of biennial Asse4b ies could also usefully be reconsidered. Accordingly, 

sufficient time was necessary to study such interrelated questions. 
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Mr PLEIC (Yugoslavia), Rapporteur, speaking as delegate of Yugoslavia, emphasized 

the importance which his Government had from the outset attached to that question. 

There could be no doubt that the proposal to enlarge the Board on the basis of the 

increase in total membership of thé Organization called for serious study. He 

wondered, nevertheless, whether that did not constitute an over -simplification of the 

problem by putting it on purely mathematical grounds. 

Referring to the considerations mentioned in Article 24, he stressed the impor- 

tance of equitable geographical distribution. In fact, such equitable distribution 

was possible even in smaller groups, such as certain United Nations bodies, the satis- 

factory geographical character of which had never been placed in any doubt, as could 

not be said to be the case in respect of the Executive Board. Referring to the 

synoptic table of Members entitled to designate a person to serve on the Executive 

Board, as contained in the Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions (third edition), 

page 156, he called attention to the fact that since 1954, when Greecets term of office 

had expired, the Balkans, an extensive region with important problems and large -scale 

health programmes, had not been represented at all an the Board, At the present 

moment, Central Europe was represented by both Austria and Switzerland but the term of 

office of the persons designated by those countries was expiring and there would 

therefore soon be no representatión from either Central Europe or the Balkans. Such 

an abnormal situation probably existed with respect to other regions also. Accordingly, 

while he agreed with the Belgian proposal, he felt the problem to be essentially one 

concerning geographical representation. He felt, furthermore, that it was important 

not to overlook the other principle laid down in Article 24, namely, that the person 

appointed should be technically qualified in the field of health. 
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Therefore, he would, though for different reasons, share the view expressed by 

the delegate of Canada that the question called for further consideration and should 

be referred to the Tenth World Health Assembly. 

Mr GEЕRAERTS (Belgium) could not understand why the delegate of Canada considered 

that more time was necessary to study the proposal further. Indeed, it was not in 

any way different from that submitted three years previously, and had furthermore 

com lied with the p p csi$ оr six months notice аtd dd�п itiт .ártïclе 73.. Neither 

did he think that the question of the return of the inactive Members should be allowed 

to act as a delaying factor, as it seemed probable that they would have rejoined the 

Organization by the next year. The situation in respect of equitable geographical 

distribution, regarding which the delegate of Yugoslavia had expressed concern, would 

thus be aggravated as 30 out of a total of 88 Members of the Organization, representing 

approximately 40 per cent. of the contributions to the budget, would be from the 

European Region. It would thus be all the more difficult to attain a fair ratio 

between persons designated by European countries and by others if the Board still 

consisted of only 18 members instead of 24. Moreover, it was important not to over- 

look the delaying factor imposed by the necessity to ratify such an amendment to the 

Constitution. 

He stressed the fact that his Government had not made the present proposal in 

its own interest but rather in the interest of other Member States which saw their 

chances of designating a person to serve on the Board as very slight. He hoped that 

the Committee would weigh his proposal solely from that point of view. 
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Dr van den BERG (Netherlands) said that his delegation had voted in favour of 

the Belgian proposal when it had come before the Seventh World Health Assembly. He 

saw no reason to change his opinion on the matter and would again vote in favour of it. 

Following the remarks made by the dele_;ates of Canada and Yugoslavia, he con- 

sidered that although arguments could be advanced on both sides, the advantages which 

would result from the acceptance of the proposal greatly outweighed such disadvan- 

tages as the fact that the Organization would have to bear increased costs and might 

in fact have greater difficulty in arranging meetings. It was striking when one 

studied the tоtаl membership of other international organizations and the membership 

of their Executive Board, Council, or governing body, as shown in document А9 /AFB, /7 

Add.1, page 7, that WHO, which wars the largest specialized agency and one of the most 

important, had the executive body with the smallest membership. Though that did not, 

of course, necessarily imply that the example of others should be followed, it would 

in fact appear that the achievement of an entirely equitable geographical distri- 

bution would be greatly facilitated by the existence of a larger Board. The prob- 

lems of countries varied considerably within regions and it was clearly not sufficient • 
for one country of a particular region to represent the others. 

Speaking on the suggestion of the delegate of Canada that a thorough study be 

made of the proposal, he said that, although he favoured extremely thorough exami- 

nation of any amendments to the Constitution, there remained no further aspects of 

the question to study and a decision could equally well be taken at present as in a 

year1s time. The problems to which the delegate of Canada had drawn attention did 

not seem related to the size of the Board to an extent which would justify deferment 

of the item. It was to be hoped that the inactive Members would return but, quite 
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apart from that question, there could be no dо• t th�.t the membership of the 

Organization was increasing steadily. The delegate of India had expressed the 

hope, which he himself sharaG, that the Associate Members would acquire to full 

membership of the Organizatiaïi in the near future. Consequently, in view of the 

lengthy procedure of ratifications, measures to increase the size of the Executive 

Board could not possibly keep pace with the growing membership. He therefore 

agreed with the delegate of Belgium that a decision should be taken at the present 

Кеaith Asscbly. 

He would accordingly urge the Committee, in the interast of a satisfactory 

composition of the Executive Board, which would be called upon to play a more 

important role in the future than ever before, and also in the interest of the 

fuller participation of Member States themselves in the work of the Organisation, 

not to defer consideration of that urgent question but tc reach a favourable 

decision at the present session. 

The CHAIRMAN announced that the Committee would continua its consideration of 

the item at its next meeting. 

The meeting rose at 12.55 p.m. 


